Knowledge and Skills Matrix

Knowledge and Skills Matrix
Module

Customer Strategy

Develop a robust Customer Strategy, through the creation of propositions, customer experiences and communications that resonate with
specific audiences, utilising the entire marketing mix. Built upon the foundations of segmentation, targeting and positioning principles and
considers the latest empirical understanding of consumers and their behaviours towards marketing efforts.

Knowledge

Skills

Determine how to leverage all of marketing’s value levers and the marketing
mix to create a compelling Customer Strategy.

Move away from Marketing as a ‘comms’ function and leverage the entire
marketing mix, collaborating with multiple internal and external stakeholders
and departments.

Identify the role and importance of market orientation to establish macro and
industry trends and dynamics.

Ability to take a holistic lens during the diagnosis, strategy formulation and
implementation, recognising what areas to consider and include during each
stage of the process.

Recognise the value and use of the Marketing Funnel to develop a Customer
Strategy aligned to the buyer decision process and specific audiences.

Critically evaluate the Marketing Funnel and how to determine your approach
at each stage based on customer insight and data.

Identify and recognise key consumer insights, determining a research process
and mindset to explore and derive at new and novel findings about customers
and stakeholders.

Be able to put together a research process and plan to be able to discover
consumer insights and other novel findings about consumers.

Understand the different segmentation approaches and determine how to
operationalise them into a variety of specific organisational contexts.

Be able to segment different audiences based on a variety of techniques,
choosing the appropriate combination of segmentation approaches based on
the specific organisational context.

Be able to target specific customer segments through brand positioning,
channel selection and appropriate communications.

Adopt appropriate targeting and ‘go-to’ market methodologies to create the
right approach to positioning, channel selection and creative execution.

Build value propositions and customer experience journeys that engage, excite
and compel the customer into action.

Be able to develop value propositions and customer experiences, using set
processes and methodologies.

Identify the role of behaviour and consumer psychology and determine how to
embed these principles into communications and customer experience.

Embed behavioural and consumer psychology into the communications
approach, including CRO, copywriting and visuals.

Determine the role of data and being data literate in creating compelling
marketing and customer strategies.
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Creative Strategy

Determine the most effective creative inputs and processes to achieve brave, bold, differentiated and stand-out creative that creates a
lasting impact on customers and drives effectiveness for the organisation.

Knowledge
Determine the impact and influence of ‘creative’ in the context of
communications and the wider marketing mix on the commercial
performance of an organisation.

Skills
Be able to articulate the commercial value of creativity and how it impacts and
links to the levers of growth for an organisation.

Be able to appreciate the interlinkages between creativity, attention, memory
and response.

Understand and be able to explain the theoretical and practical underpinning
of creativity in the marketing and communication value-chain and therefore
the importance of it to an organisation.

Determine how best to build memory structures using the power of emotion
and brand distinct assets.

Establish the value and hierarchy of assets both tangible and non-tangible
at building memory structures and consider how to incorporate them into a
creative approach and strategy.

Develop a range of creative techniques in order to grab attention, embed
brand message into the memory structures of the consumer.

Be able to execute a range of creative techniques, appropriate for the specific
organisation and strategic objectives.

Understand the important role storytelling plays and determine the key trends,
inputs and processes when building your storytelling approach.

Craft creative stories to enhance the creative and determine how best to
incorporate them into different channel approaches.

Harness data and insights in the creative process in order to ensure the
message resonates and is effective with the target audience.

Determine how to interpret data and utilise it in the creative process.

Determine the methodology of designing compelling campaigns end to end,
including content optimisation at each stage.

Be able to design and implement the end to end campaign process.

Utilise the creator economy and influencers in order to generate creative at
scale and have mass reach efficiently and effectively.

Determine how, why and which creators to use during the campaign strategy
and implementation process.

Leading agencies and the briefing process.

Be able to take a leading role in agency management, including the creation of
a relevant and compelling brief.
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Integrated Channel Strategy and Selection

Build the optimal media and distribution approach to reach and engage the audience, that also compliments the creative and delivers an
efficient ROI.

Knowledge

Skills

Understand the empirical concepts, related to channel strategy and selection.
Understands the current and future direction of the advertising and media
landscape.

Determine the different channels available and how they work together to
create a media plan that is both impactful and efficient.

Consider the vast range of channels available to marketers; including the new
channels identifying their future potential and opportunities.

Be able to determine and categorise a broad and targeted range of channels
and consider how each contribute to reaching and influencing the consumer.

Determine which channels to use based on your objectives, target audience
and creative execution. Thorough recognition of the strategic lever and tool
channel strategy can be for the organisation.

Develop a multi-channel and coordinated media plan.

Determine how to balance efficiency and effectiveness in the channel selection
process. Ensuring strong commercial underpinning exists and long term vision/
planning as part of the process.

Determine the key metrics and KPIs to consider when developing and
evaluating media plans.

Consider the role of multiple channels and how to coordinate between them to
generate a greater impact, considering content, personalisation and other AI
and data driven aspects.
Utilise the life cycle model and how it can be applied to media selection and
planning, including vast knowledge of holistic & omni-channel personalisation
strategies.

Determine how to adjust your channel selection at different stages in the
customer lifecycle, based on specific objectives.

Consider the role of D2C, ecomm and retail media within the distribution mix.

Be able to incorporate D2C, ecomm and retail media into your media and
distribution plans.

Develop an integrated channel selection approach and consider how to
implement such a strategy.

Consider when to deploy your message across the different channels to
optimise the effect and impact.

Role of timing, including seasonality, when developing your channel strategy
and selection.
Create a precision performance targeted approach

Determine the role of performance marketing targeted approach to generate
immediacy and short-tail impact and fulfil commercial objectives.
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Brand Strategy

Develop and maximise the potential of brand and brand portfolios, in both the long and short term. Determine the brand growth levers and
how to manage them over time to achieve customer and commercial success.

Knowledge

Skills

Develop an understanding of the multi-faceted nature of brand and how to
harness and leverage each element.

Be able to articulate and promote the different dimensions of a brand to
different stakeholders and communicate how each element can be leveraged
to both brand and commercial growth. Draw comparisons to other sectors and
industries to enrich this understanding.

Recognise the importance of brand size and growth on the commercial
performance of an organisation.

Determine the levers of brand growth and how to incorporate them into the
brand planning process in order to enhance brand size and scale in order to
derive better ROI and commercial performance (effectiveness and efficiency)

Articulate the role of brand purpose and promise, determining how to dial up
and down each within the brand articulation

Determine and become an advocate of the right balance of brand purpose
and promise and where and when to articulate each.

Conduct a brand diagnosis to determine brand essence, USPs, positioning
territories and how to bring the brand to life in a distinct and differentiated way.

Gain skills in determining the essence of the brand and how to unearth what
makes it unique, in order to create the brand strategy and executional plan.

Be able to determine a brand’s distinctive assets, including visual, audio,
symbolic and associations.

Understand and develop skills in creating distinct assets, including the inputs
that should be considered in order for them to be effective.

Create a brand plan and determine how to execute on the plan using a multistakeholder lens.

Develop a brand strategy, plan and execution using data from a variety of
internal and external sources.

Determine how to develop a brand portfolio strategy and manage them
through a dynamically changing environment and how they lead to superior
commercial value.

Determine the rationale for brand portfolios and their management,
considering the different approaches to adopt, the strategic intent and overall
business objectives.

Role of brand partnerships and how they can be used to leverage the brand,
including how they act as key distribution channels.

Determine the right partners, the rationale for the partnership and a process to
execute and manage the brand partnership process.
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Commercial and Performance Strategy

Develop a rigorous commercial and performance driven understanding and culture. Determine how to affect the levers of value to create a
step-change in marketing effectiveness that links to the wider business and financial goals of the organisation.

Knowledge

Skills

Determine the importance and aspects of being a commercially oriented
marketer, including KPIs, sales journeys, growth levers and financial aspects.

Be able to define the key attributes, mindset and skills of being a commercially
oriented marketer.

Gain an understanding of the commercial levers and KPIs that a marketer
needs to incorporate into their plans; including break-even analysis, customer
acquisition costs, customer lifetime value, ROI, ROAS and profitability.

Able to critically apply a range of commercial KPIs and determine their inputs
and limitations in a marketing context.

Determine the various pricing strategies you can adopt and the impact this
has on the P&L.

Identify and determine the appropriate pricing strategy to adopt for your
product and services, considering the influence and impact this strategy has
on the commercial performance of the organisation.

Determine how to conduct zero based budgeting when building your
marketing plans.

Be able to build a budget ground up, considering all the inputs.

Understand the key areas to consider when developing marketing business
cases, including forecasting.

Be able to develop a marketing business case.

Consider the main effectiveness measurement effectiveness techniques.

Be able to determine when and how to deploy the right effectiveness technique
to build into your marketing plans.

Understand how to read and interpret key financial statements.

Read and interpret financial statements and consider how marketing
influences the outcomes of overall business performance.

Determine the key aspects to consider when gaining buy-in and sign-off of a
commercial plan either at senior management or board level.

Be an influential individual and know how to convince others of your marketing
and commercial plans.
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Data and Analytics

Be able to harness, create and interpret data to derive new and novel customer insights, develop marketing strategies and tactics, and
measure performance effectiveness.

Knowledge

Skills

Be data literate and understand how data influences different parts of the
marketing value chain.

Understand the different types of data and what they can be used for across
the marketing value chain.

Determine how data can be used to unearth new and novel consumer insights,
to ensure the organisation always has a leading understanding about their
customers.

Determine tools and techniques to come up with new consumer insights.

Consider a range of data and analytics techniques to diagnosis an
organisations current market position, strengths, opportunities and threats.

Diagnose and organisations current capabilities, opportunities and threats
using data and analytics.

Be able to conduct a share of search analysis.

Do a share of search analysis and interpret its findings in an organisational
context.

Use a range of data and analytics tools to determine existing customer
satisfaction, value and ongoing opportunities and risks.

Diagnose the current state of customers and their commercial relationship
with the organisation and brand.

Consider how to evaluate both mental and physical availability of the
consumer.

Use data to determine how salience and available the brand is in the
consumer’s mind and places they buy.

Be able to measure the emotional resonance and sentiment of a brand, using
tools such as social media listening.

Assess consumer sentiment using a variety of data driven tools.

Be able to understand the key elements that should feature in an MI dashboard
and how to interpret these KPIs.

Build and maintain an MI dashboard and be able to report its key findings on
an ongoing basis.

Prepare reports that incorporate data visualisations, considering best practise.

Prepare reports and be able to convince stakeholders of appropriate actions,
based on data.

